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tests of these predictions have not been possible, since efTorts to realize lasers based on higher-order SE have themselves met with limited success [4] . A primary obstacle to the realization ot higherorder-SE-based lasers is the tendency of higher-order SE processes to be weak both in absolute terms and in comparison to one-photon SE processes. In the microwave regime, the use of a unique gain medium and an extremely high-Q resonator has allowed researchers to achieve continuous-wave (cw), two-photon masing [5] . While masers are interesting in their own right, many of the intriguing predictions concerning two-photon lasers cannot be tested with them because their low-frequency photons are d i folic u I t to detect.
Recently, it has been demonstrated [6] that strongly driven two-level atoms display two-photon gain, and it has been predicted [7] that this gain can, under reasonable experimental conditions, be useful in the realization of a two-photon laser. We report in this Letter on the use of a driven-atom gain medium to provide the first demonstr;ltion of cw two-photon lasing in the optical regime. The two-photon laser operates in the degenerate mode (both photons generated in the SE process have the same l'requency) and displays dynamics that are dramatically different f rom those found in the case of normal onephoton -ga i n -based lasers.
As discussed in detail elsewhere [6,71, the two-photon gain that arises in the driven two-level-atom system can be understood simply using the dressed-atom picture [8] . For a nonzero atom-driving-field detuning, the populations among the dressed states are imbalanced giving rise to n-photon inversions (n=l, 2, . . . ) on various transitions. In particular, for A,~& 0, the populations are imbalanced as indicated in Fig. 1(a) , and degenerate twophoton gain occurs at io,i -fI,'i/2 Sin.ce this frequency is removed from spectral regions of strong one-photon gain [9] , it is possible to selectively enhance two-photon gain using a high-finesse optical cavity. Note that the periodic structure of the dressed-atom energy spectrum guarantees relatively strong, near resonantly enhanced, degenerate two-photon transitions.
These f'actors, together with a paucity of competing one-photon processes, make the driven-atom gain medium unusual in comparison to previously investigated two-photon gain media, %'e note that a gain medium (Rydberg atoms) of similar character [&] was used in the first realization of two-photon maser opel ation.
A schematic diagram of our apparatus is shown in Fig.   l Before describing our experimental results, we provide a simple motivation for the dramatic differences between the switch-on behavior of one-and two-photon lasers. In general, lasing will commence when the round-trip gain equals the round-trip loss. Applying this condition to the one-photon laser implies that it will turn on when a uniquely defined minimum number of atoms, determined by various system parameters, are present in the cavity. The situation becomes more complicated when the same nl"h'" = 4 7nd y/g-'. . (2) We estimate that the atom-cavity coupling constant, spatially averaged over the standing-wave pattern, is equal to 4.0X IO rad/sec, where we have used the relation g=(6',~c/nV".lr)
' -' and the effective fundamentalmode volume V"lr =nwoL, Applying conditions (I) and (2) to our experimental configuration, we find that Nt&'" = 2.2X10 and n, h'" =4.5X10 . 
Also, the number of intracavity photons expected with the two-photon laser operating slightly above threshold with the pump at its optimum detuning is given by =410 MHz, hd/2r= -160 MHz, 0, 'I/2@=440 MHz, and 1V is maximized. The output power observed in this measurement arises from one-photon-gain-based laser oscillation [9] , as is seen from the fact that the maximum output power occurs for h, = -Ad, corresponding to the peak of driven-atom one-photon gain. In addition, we have found that the laser threshold behavior is consistent with that expected for one-photon laser oscillation. Importantly, one-photon lasing is not observed for = -Od/2, the frequency at which we expect maximum two-photon gain, despite the fact that the one-photon laser is far above threshold for 5, = -Ad.
To make two-photon as well as one-photon gain visible, a cw probe laser (approximately matched to the f'undamental cavity mode and resonant with it) is injected into one end of the cavity. The power emitted out the opposite end of the cavity is plotted versus 6, in Fig. 2(b) .
The intracavity resonant Rabi frequency of the probe beam is set to = 240 MHz and other experimental parameters are the same as those used in Fig. 2(a) . Onephoton lasing occurs over a portion of the one-photon gain region. This signal is also present in the absence of a probe, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . The vertical scale is calibrated so that unit transmission represents the emptycavity probe transmission.
It is seen that the output power has a pronounced peak near 6, . = -Od/2. We attribute this probe-dependent feature to two-photon gain.
To determine whether the two-photon gain depicted in Fig. 2(b) is large enough to support two-photon lasing, the cavity resonance frequency is tuned near the peak of the two-photon gain feature (A, ./2m= -210 MHz) and a trigger pulse, acousto-optically gated from the probe laser, with a duration of 1.4 psec, transition times of 18 nsec, and a carrier frequency coincident with the cavity resonance frequency, is injected into the cavity. The time-resolved cavity output just prior to and following the trigger pulse is recorded. The measurement is repeated for various trigger-pulse powers. In preparation for the 466 next trigger pulse, the pump field is briefly blocked using a mechanical shutter to quell any preexisting two-photon lasing.
The time-resolved cavity output powers are shown in
Figs. 3(a)-3(c) for various trigger-pulse powers. In Fig. 3(a), the trigger-pulse power is apparently insuScient to boost the intracavity photon number to the critical level [see condition (2) ] needed to initiate two-photon lasing.
As a result, the cavity output po~er decays to zero after the trigger pulse is turned ofT. Spiking behavior, apparently unaccounted for in published theoretical treatments of two-photon lasing, is clearly evident. We estimate that the photon number n in the cavity after the initial spiking is approximately 3,4x10 photons using the relation in n =P""iL, . /cThru, . , where P""i is the observed output power and T=1.6&10 ' is the transmission of the output mirror. In Fig. 3(b) , the effect of a somewhat higher-power trigger pulse, providing for =5.4X10 intracavity photons, is shown. After the trigger pulse, the cavity output power remains high. The trigger-induced transition to a state of nonzero cavity output power is entirely consistent with the expected switch-on behavior of a two-photon laser [3] . We thus conclude that the signal to the right of' the trigger pulse in Fig. 3(b) results from two-photon laser operation. Following switch-on, t he two-photon laser is found to remain on with an essentially constant intensity until the pump laser is turned off momentarily or the system experiences some other external perturbation. It should be noted that one-photon gain at the frequency of the two-photon gain feature in Fig. 2(b Fig. 3(c) reveals a small oscillation with a frequency of =3.8
MHz. For other experimental parameters even more dramatic oscillatory behavior is observed. For example, in Fig. 3(d) where the pump laser is tuned closer to resonance (Ad/2~= -140 MHz) and the cavity is tuned near the peak of the two-photon gain (6, /2m= -197 MHz), we find well-defined oscillatory components at 1. arise from an instability driven by competition between the two-photon gain process and the off-resonant onephoton gain process. Future experiments using singlemode cavities are underway to elucidate this behavior. For pump-laser detunings that are closer to resonance, the separation between the one-and two-photon gain features becomes smaller and the region of one-photon lasing can be made to overlap the region of two-photon gain. Under some conditions, we find that the intensity of
